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Abstract
Tourist Attractions that have a variety of recreational segments include several business units, namely Taman Impian,
Dunia Fantasi, Atlantis Water Adventure, Ocean Dream Samudra, Seaworld Ancol and Ancol Ecopark, meanwhile, the
resort segment includes the Putri Duyung Ancol and Bidadari Eco Resort. In addition, this place had never quiet, because
every day, there are a lot of visitors. Taman Impian Jaya Ancol, Ltd Owns the role of public relations under the Corporate
Secretary division. The responsiblities include building good relations between management or internal public and
external public, namely consumers so that this good relation could create a good understanding both the parties. They
must also be able to develop skills in getting information from various sources and they must be able to develop
relationships and cooperation with all company divisions, so that the solid team work is formed. By this background, it is
not easy absolutely to keep the number of visitors based on the company target with the emerge of similar tourist
attractions. Hence, the researchers are interested in discussing this problem in the form of research entitled "Public
Relations Activities of Taman Impian Jaya Ancol, Ltd in Promoting Jakarta Tourist Attraction.
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INTRODUCTION
Taman Impian Jaya Ancol, Ltd owns the role
of public relations under the Corporate Secretary
division. The responsiblities include building good
relations between management or internal public and
external public, namely consumers, so that this good
relation could create a good understanding both parties.
They must also be able to develop skills in getting
information from various sources and they must be able
to develop relationships and cooperation with all
company divisions so that solid team work is formed.

Jaya Ancol, Ltd, especially the business units where
tourism sites have a seductive appeal so that they
always bring visitors every day even the day is not
holiday, such as dufan and atlantis. In the Public
Relations section, is there a separate strategy that is able
to maintain the existence and number of visitors by
conducting research in the early period of the year in
January-March 2018.

The tight competitive competition in the world
of tourism at this time encourages Taman Impian Jaya
Ancol, Ltd to create a marketing strategy that aims to
maintain the number of visitors, because consumers will
take the decision to choose the tourist attraction. If the
tourism has a good reputation and attractive attitude,
then it hopes to create the loyalty of visitors to visit the
place again and they also recommends other visitors by
positive recommendations to visit this place.

As a management tool, public relations can be
said as a management tool designed to build a variety of
support both internal and external to the company. In
addition, public relation also needs to build a positive
image of the company through various publicity and
communication activities with various stakeholders [1].
Besides, the public relation is generally associated with
communication activities that are designed to create and
maintain the image and good relations of the
organization with the public [2]. Thus, public relation
can play a role in helping companies to promote various
company programs.

Hence, the researchers are interested in
examining the phenomena that occur at Taman Impian

Based on the description of research
background, the focus of research is on how the Public
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Relations activities of Taman Impian Jaya Ancol, Ltd in
promoting the Jakarta tourist attractions are. This
research aims to map, find out, and describe how the
public relation as the public information media could
build trust and reputation of Taman Impian Jaya Ancol,
Ltd in Promoting Jakarta Touris Attraction. In addition,
this research is expected to be used as recommendations
for communication innovation, regarding how the
process of Taman Impian Jaya Ancol, Ltd in promoting
the Jakarta tourist attractions.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Public Relations
Rex Harlow explains that Public Relations is a
management function that is distinctive and supports
coaching, maintaining a common path between an
organization and its community, concerning
communication activities, understanding, acceptance
and cooperation; involving the management in dealing
with problems, helping the management to face public
opinion; supporting management in following and
utilizing change effectively; acting as an early warning
system in anticipating trends on the use of research, and
communication techniques, such as good and ethical
communication as a primary means [3].
Public relations as a management and
communication discipline needs to understand that they
are strongly influenced by information and
communication technology, especially in the last
decade. At present, Public Relations cannot avoid
dealing with the digital media, social media, and cell
phones. These media are part of the works that will
become one of the drivers of new work within the scope
of Pulic Relations work [4].
To achieve the promotion objectives, the
communication strategies of the promotors are
facilitated by the existence of social media in
communication activities. Social media can function as
a network agent and a window for criticism and
suggestions [5]. The implementation of social media
promotion can be beneficial for the company, such as,
first, it can reach more people in a shorter time. Thus,
many consumers can be reached because of extensive
social media penetration. Thus, they could receive
information about the product company (new). Second,
the spread of positive words through social networks
can influence the decision making of potential
customers and might increase their purchase intentions
[6].
The purpose of Public Relations based on
internal relations activities in this case may include
several things, namely: (1) Conducting an assessment of
the attitude, behavior, and public opinion of the
company, especially related to the company policy that
is being carried out, (2) Conducting an analysis and
improvement of policies that are being carried out in
order to achieve the goals set by the company by

unforgetting the interests of the community, (3)
Providing information to the employee about a
company policy that is objective and related to various
routine company activities which also explains the
company's development. In the next stages, it is hoped
that the employee will remain well informed, (4)
Planing for the preparation of an effective staff for the
assignment of activities that are compounded by
Internal Public Relations within the company [7].
Then, the purpose of Public Relations, based
on external relations activities, is intended to get
support from the public. The understanding of public
support is limited to the understanding of: (1)
Expanding subscription or marketing, (2) Introducing a
type of production or idea that is useful for the
community in a broad sense, (3) Finding and
developing capital (4) Improving the company's image
of opinions wider community, in order to get positive
public opinion [7].
The responsiblities of Public Relations is not
limited only to take care of the image and public
opinion. However, it also involves some responsiblities.
According to Kusumastuti, there are three
responsiblities of Public Relations in the organization:
1) Interpreting, analyzing, and evaluating public trends,
which then resported to the management to formulate
organization/institution policies, 2) Reconciling the
interests of organizations / institutions with the interests
of the public. The interests of the organization /
institution can be much different from the public
interests and on the contrary. However, it can also be a
little different or even the same interests, and 3)
Evaluating the programs of the organization/institution,
especially related to the public. The responsiblities of
evaluating this management program requires a high
and broad PR position and authority [7].
Public Relations activities are also closely
related to corporate communication. Communication is
a process of delivering information (messages, ideas)
from one party to another. A company must
communicate with other parties or the public, both
internal (employees and shareholders) and external
(media, government and associations and the general
public) related to the activities that seek to establish
public relations are known as corporate.
Public Relations Marketing
Public Relations Marketing is a marketingoriented concept of Public Relations. Before and after
marketing is run, it needs to be accessed or maintained
by Public Relations by forming a positive image of a
product or service. If the company's image, product, and
service are positively built in the public opinion, it will
facilitate public marketing efforts to attract the
customers [8].
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To achieve the success of Public Relations,
according to Rhenald Kasali in his book Public
Relations Management, a Public Relations practitioner
can take the following steps: 1) Conveying facts and
opinions, both circulating inside and outside the
company. 2) Browsing through official company
documents or study changes that occur historically.
Changes are generally accompanied by changes in
company attitudes towards the public or so on. This is
done in order to understand the vision and mission and
the initial purpose of the establishment of company.
Hence, if there is a change, it can be immediately
known, 3) Conducting a SWOT analysis including
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
Although there is no need to analyze things that are out
of his reach, a public relations practitioner needs to do a
meaningful analysis of perceptions from outside and
within the company of his SWOT [9].
Tourist and Tourist Attraction
According to the International Union of
Official Travel Organizations (IUOTO), tourist is a
person who comes to a country or other place of
residence and usually for any purpose except to do
work that receives wages. This touris can be further
divided into: 1) International (Overseas), Tourist is a
person who travels outside of his country and the
country, 2) National Tourist (Domestic) is an
Indonesian resident who travels in the territory of
Indonesia outside his domicile, within a period of at
least 24 hours or overnight except for activities that
bring income to the place visited [10].
According to Law Number 10 of 2009,
mentioning Tourist attraction/Tourism is everything
related to tourism, including the management of tourist
attraction, promotion, and businesses related to the
implementation of tourism, thus tourism includes: 1)
All activities related to travel, 2) Management of tourist
attraction and attractions such as: tourist areas,
recreational parks, historical heritage areas, museums,
cultural arts performances, community or natural life
arrangements: natural beauty, volcanoes, lakes, beach,
and 3) Tourism business services and facilities, namely:
tourism service businesses (travel agents, travel agents,
conventions, incentive trips and exhibitions, tourism
consultants, tourism information). Business tourism
facilities consists of accommodation, restaurants, bars,
tourist transportation.

METHODOLOGY
This study used a qualitative method. This
study used descriptive qualitative method. According to
Bodgan and Taylor, this type of research produced
descriptive data in the form of written or oral words
from people and observable behavior. Thus, the
research reports were in the form of data excerpts to
illustrate the presentation of the report. The data were
interview scripts, field notes, photos, videotapes,
personal documents, notes or memos, and other official

documents. At the time of writing the report, the
researchers analyzed very rich data and as far as
possible in its original form [11].
The research object is the Corporate
Communication Manager of Taman Impian Jaya Ancol,
Ltd and the Secretary of the Corporate Relations &
Media Promotion Section which are key informants in
the formation and implementation of strategies. To get
additional informants, the tourist is also involved to use
their point of view through in-depth interviews directly
and naturally. In addition, other research subjects came
from Community Leaders, sociologists, economists,
academics,
practitioners,
tourism
industry,
communicators).
To ensure that the research data is valid, a data
validity checking process was carried out. Related to
this validity, Miles and Huberman explained that the
technique of checking data validity includes three
concurrent activities: data reduction, data presentation,
and drawing conclusions (verification). Then, to
establish the validity of the data, the researchers
conducted a triangulation of source techniques [12].
According to Moleong, comparing and checking back
the degree of confidence of the information was
obtained by: (1) comparing the observation data with
interview data (2) comparing the consistency of the
respondent's answers, namely by comparing what the
resource person said in public, for example, with what
was said personally (3) comparing one's perspective,
with others in his work team [13].

DISCUSSION
Based on the results of research that the
researchers have explained in the previous sub-chapter,
the researchers can find out that the strategy carried out
by Taman Impian Jaya Ancol, Ltd was in accordance
with the planning that has been explained by the
Corporate Communication that it has a good strategic
concept so that it runs according to the initial plan.
In the following chapter, the researcher enters
into the next stage which is the discussion. In research
conducted by researchers on the Public Relations
Strategy of Taman Impian Jaya Ancol, Ltd in
maintaining the number of tourist visitors through the
promotion program. The strategy carried out by public
relations aims to maintain the number of existing tourist
visitors and even make an increase and provide
satisfaction for visitors to keep coming back. The public
relations strategy that was carried out is packaged into a
form of programs that are sustainable or sustainable
where the strategy continued to run until the time which
has been determined by the company. Thus, the current
strategy will responsible in maintaining the number of
tourist visitors.
From the results of research interviews
conducted by the researchers with Rikha Lestari and
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Ms. Novi as Corporate Communication Manager and
Secretary of the Head of Media Relations & Corporate
Promotion PT. Taman Impian Jaya Ancol, Tbk, the
researchers identified a strategy carried out by PR on
how they maintained the number of visitors to their
tourism and build awareness in the eyes of the public in
order to promote Ancol as a choice of various tourist
attractions. Relationship between Public Relations and
strategy is that who runs the strategy and manage it
together with the leader is a Public relations
practitioner.
As the result, the Public Relations practitioner
has a responsiblity to oversee every activity inside and
outside the company. In addition, to strengthen the
research data, it also refers to the concept applied by
Rhenald Kasali who applies the three steps taken by PR
to contribute in developing strategies to public relations
strategies in maintaining the number of tourist visitors
through promotional programs.
First, conveying facts and opinions, this is
done in order to obtain data about the public's view.
Secondly, trace the company's official
documents or study changes that occur historically. this
is done in order to understand the vision and mission
and the initial purpose of establishing the company so
that if changes occur can be immediately known, third,
conducting a SWOT analysis, so a PR practitioner
needs to carry out a weighted analysis regarding
perceptions from outside and within the company of its
SWOT.
Taman Impian Jaya Ancol, Ltd has carried out
the planned strategy with the aim of maintaining the
number of visitors to the tour and providing additional
value, namely awareness of the people who are or will
be visitors. The company hopes that this strategy can
provide new experiences for tourism visitors who have
become the target of the company's strategy. This is a
certainly part of the company's business strategy to
become a company that is better known to the public.
As explained in the results, Taman Impian
Jaya Ancol, Ltd can make a strategy that starts by
looking at the potential of the company and what is
needed by the company that can later be used as data by
the Corporate communication in making the next
strategy, because the strategy is essentially planning
(planning) and management (management) to achieve a
goal.
Secretary of the Division of Media Relations
& Corporate Promotion Section delivered the Taman
Impian Jaya Ancol, Ltd objectives through a promotion
program are usually different every season or on special
days and dates. Everything done by PR must always
uses good communication measures. How does public
relations communicate with all parties and visitors,

because communication is the stage of the strategy
carried out by a publicist. After the deliberations and
discussion results that have been approved by Corporate
Communication, they determined the right program
with the strategy that was formed, therefore Ancol
directly communicates the results of the discussion with
the units in the company, because the target of the
existing strategy is the survival of the number of tourist
visitors and public awareness of Ancol.
When researchers meet with tourist visitors,
they got information that the strategies formed by
Corporate communication were applied to unit
programs which were directly accepted by visitors who
get information from online media so they come to visit
Ancol. As has been explained, communication is a form
of interaction between fellow human beings, so in
carrying out each activity certainly has a goal to be
achieved as well as communication activities conveyed
by Onong Uchyana Effendy [14] the purpose of
communication is change in attitude, change in opinion,
change in behavior, and social transformation.
By the purpose of communication the public
relations of Taman Impian Jaya Ancol, Ltd, they can
get closer and can indirectly persuade visitors to
continue to visit Ancol. The public relations represented
by the corporate communication division also
communicated through social media or call centers in
questions, comments / reviews. Thus, it designed to
know the shortcomings of the program and can be
improved according to the needs of visitors. In
accordance with the function of public relations, namely
activities aimed at obtaining good faith, trust, mutual
understanding of the public or the community. In
addition, there are some visitors who do not know
clearly about the programs created by Ancol units, they
complained that they only found out about the
promotion when they arrived at Ancol.
Based on the results of interviews with the
Corporate Communication for the evaluation results,
there is an increase in tourist visitors, so that after the
program runs, the increase was improved. Hence, you
could say this strategy has helped a lot in maintaining
the number of tourist endorsers in Ancol. In the Public
Relations strategy, the results of this evaluation become
the final stages of program management whether it has
been achieved properly or not, and become the basis for
further activities. The evaluation conducted by
Corporate Communication has been achieved well in
accordance with Ms. Rika Lestari excerpt related to the
annual pass program that they run, because the
company is able to see simply the enthusiastic visitors
toward Ancol.
This company in the future will continue to
make innovations from existing programs and make
innovations into their leisure business units, because
people usually consider Ancol by the public current
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view. In fact, Ancol has changed the concept that every
visitor who comes will feel a new experience, because
Ancol has become the center of attention with existing
facilities and satisfactory promo program in accordance
with the responses of visitors in maintaining the number
of tourist visitors or even it increased the number of
tourist visitors and be able to compete with other
attractions.
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